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ALUMNI MEET- 23  (March 04, 2023,  Saturday) 

 
The Institute ensures a lifelong connection with the community of its alumni. It constituted the 

ENCOMAA (Engineering College Modasa Alumni Association) to foster continuous engagement of 

the alumni with their alma mater. Government Engineering College, Modasa is proud of its alumni. The 

institute is having alumni across the world. The Institute constituted “ENCOMAA (Engineering College 

Modasa Alumni Association)” in year 2004 with the objective to foster continuous engagement of the 

alumni with the institute.  

There are many reasons why alumni relations can be crucial to the institute's capacity building and 

expansion. Alumni frequently have opportunities to utilize the institution's expertise in their 

professional lives. In order to entice former students to return to their alma mater, institutions need to 

cultivate positive relationships with them. In order to strengthen this two-way relationship, institutes 

should meet with alumni on a regular basis. 
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Government Engineering College,Modasa organized an ALUMNI MEET-23 on 04, March, 2023, 

Saturday to meet all alumni of the institute. This meet was arranged at the campus of Government 

Engineering College, Modasa.                 

More than 800 alumni have joined the alumni network, which is expanding, and the institute has 

already begun the process for lifetime membership in the alumni association (ENCOMAA). To attend 

this event, all alumni and their families were invited. Over 300 former students consented to attend 

this meet. This event was open to all former principals and faculty members of the institute. The 

number of alumni who wanted to attend this event was huge, especially the older ones. 

Breakfast and registration for the meet took place in the institute's main building at 10:00 a.m. All the 

alumni who attended the meet received a token of memory and a registration kit. 350 alumni joined at 

meet, many of whom were present with family and more than 60 alumni spot registered on the same 

day. Alumni were delighted to meet their former colleagues and friends. At the selfie zone, former 

students took selfies with their classmates and professors. This event was attended by more than 20 

former  faculty members and former principals. 

     

The gathering session was arranged at the LRC (Learning Resource Center). The session was started 

with lamp lighting and floral welcome of all digantaries of the dias. The alumni were welcomed by Dr. 

B. J. Shah, Principal, Government Engineering College, Modasa. Mr. Jaydattsinh Puwar, President, 

ENCOMAA addressed all alumni and encouraged them to join the alumni network and make it  

strengthen for the development of the institute. Dr. M. N. Patel, Former Principal of the Institute 

addressed the alumni and shared his experience at the institute and also gave some suggestions for 

growing alumni network. Mr. J. S. Prajapati, Former Faculty member and General Manager, GSRTC, 

Gujarat addressed the audience.  
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Dr. U. V. Shah, Professor Mechanical Engineering and Vice-Persident of ENCOMAA presented the 

presentation of the institute and shared the aspirations of the institute. 

After the presentation, alumni shared their experiances. The majority of alumni are employed in 

prestigious Indian and international industries and organizations. The majority of alumni who 

graduated in engineering before the year 2000 attended this meet and are well-positioned in their 

fields. 

They encouraged other alumnis to join the alumni network and support the institute for the future 

aspirations of the institute. ENCOMAA received donation from their distinguish alumnis Dr. (Prof.) S. 

D. Panchal (Presently Professor at GTU) Rs. 40000 and Rs. 100000 from Mr. Nikunj Patel (CEO 

Australian Premium Solar – APS). 

The session was finished with statement of gratitude reached out by Prof. Anil Prajapati, ENCOMAA's 

Faculty Coordinator. The QR code allowed attendees to upload their photos and provide feedback.  

The lunch was set up in New Hostel, Block-E. Following the lunch, the alumni's respective 

departments planned some activities. Alumni recalled their experiences at the institute while they 

visited the department, campus and their hostel. 
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Their department scheduled an alumni interaction in which alumni discussed their industry 

experiences. A productive discussion was held regarding ways to expand the institute and improve 

student placement. 

Alumni had in-depth discussions about a variety of topics, including the teaching-learning process, 

skill set requirements, career opportunities, placement, and mentoring.  Alumnis ensured to support 

in all aspects to the institute for the development, placement and mentorship of the students. 

 

   

 

The meet was effectively finished at 5.30pm. Alumni said to organize such event  evey year. 

Additionally, the event was greatly appreciated by the state's media. 

 

Date:10.03.2023 


